
Wickham Morris “Pub” quiz - Questions relating to the local, national or international events in 1981 
when Wickham first performed. 

 

 Question Answer Marks Total Marks 

1 At what event in 1981 did Wickham Morris first 
perform? 
Bonus 
Can you name one of the dancers? 

   

2 In 1981, what was the name of the farthest 
planet in the Solar System? 
Bonus 
In 1981, how many planets in the Solar System 
were there? 

   

3 In 1981 how many UK TV channels were there? 
 
Bonus  
1 point for naming each them 

   

4 What is 1981 in Roman Numerals 
 
Bonus 
What is 39 in Roman Numerals  

   

5 What were the first names of the Royal couple 
that got married in 1981 
1 point for each name 
Bonus 
Where did Wickham Morris dance on that day? 

   

6 In 1981 which country won the Eurovision Song 
Contest for the penultimate time? 
2 Bonus questions 
Name the group? 
 and name their song? 

   

7 How much did a pint of milk cost  in 1981 
(3 points  exact or 1p either side 
1 point  for 10p either side 

   

8 What were the names of the youth sections of UK 
Scouting in 1981? 
1 point for each section 

   

9 What were the names of the youth sections of UK 
Girl Guiding in 1981? 
1 point for each section 

   

10 What was the name of the children’s TV 
programme first broadcast in 1981 about a 
person who delivers letters and parcels? 
 
2 Bonus questions 
Name the pet who travelled along side 
Name of the village associated with the show 

   

11 In 1981, what was the highest value of a UK coin 
in general circulation? 
Bonus 
What was the smallest value of a UK coin in 
general circulation in 1981? 

   



Wickham Morris “Pub” quiz - Questions relating to the local, national or international events in 1981 
when Wickham first performed. 

 Question Answer Marks Total Marks 

12 Who became the newly regenerated  Doctor Who 
in 1981 
Clue – he had already been in TV  
Bonus 
Who did he replace? 

   

13 The ZX81 home computer was launched into the  
mass market in 1981 
Who made it? 
How much memory did it have? 
(2 marks for exact  value 
1 mark for +/ 100,000 %) 

   

14 In 1981 the Royal Mail issued some 
commemorative stamps on the theme of 
Folklore.  
There were 4 stamps depicting Valentine’s day, 
Morris dancers, Lammastide and Medieval 
Mummers, at the prices of 14p, 18p, 22p & 25p. 
 
What price was the Morris Dancers stamp? 

   

15 In 1981, what event took place on 20th May in 
Wickham Square 
Bonus 
How many years before 1981 did it begin? 
 2 for  exact no years 
1 for  +/-  50 years 

   

     

 

 

To find out the answers, open up the 1981 quiz answer word document on our 39steps charity page 

https://wickham-morris.org.uk/39steps.html 

As it is password protected, you must enter a password which is the correct answer to question 4 

part 1 (only using  these capital letters, i.e. C I L M X) for the date, 

Any problems then send an email to: - webmaster@wickham-morris.org.uk 

 

 

https://wickham-morris.org.uk/39steps.html

